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AT&T, SprintJen’s Agent Line (214-555-1000)  

Sprint, T-MobileRick’s Agent Line (214-555-0000)  

Good news! We’ve successfully appealed 
the spam designation of the following 
numbers with the following carriers. Let’s 
go Own the Phone!

We will continue to update you on any outstanding numbers 
we are currently appealing on your behalf. 13 numbers in Ford 
of Williamstown’s account are successfully whitelisted with 
all carriers.

View all other registered numbers.
See another number you want to learn more about?

Get more details in their staff profile.
See an agent’s number that you have questions about?
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Spam detected on Rick's Agent 
Line�

AT&T, SprintJen’s Agent Line (214-555-2000)  

AT&T, VerizonAli’s Agent Line (214-555-1000)  

Sprint, T-MobileRick’s Agent Line (214-555-0000)  

We have detected early warning signs 
of a “Spam Likely” indication on the 
following numbers with the following 
carriers:

We have already begun an appeal process with each carrier 
on your behalf. Appeals typically take 2 days - 2 weeks to 
resolve.

These numbers are still in good standing with all other 
carriers, and 13 lines in Ford of Williamstown’s account are 
successfully whitelisted with all carriers.

At this time, the anticipated impact on outbound calling 
activity is minimal. We recommend you continue using this 
number while we handle the appeal for you.

View all other registered numbers.
See another number you want to learn more about?

Get more details in their staff profile.
See an agent’s number that you have questions about?

CARRIER REGISTRATION
IMPROVE CONNECTIVITY BY REDUCING RISK OF OUTBOUND CALLS MARKED AS SPAM

Due to increased spam sensitivity and call blocking by national phone carriers, outbound calling efforts 
from legitimate businesses are at high risk of being mistakenly flagged as spam and stopped before they 
reach consumers. The problem is plaguing dealerships trying to follow up with customers. With Carrier 
Registration, authenticate your outbound efforts and remove the headache of combating “spam 

likely” to focus on what matters — connecting with customers.

DELIVER A TRUSTED CALL EXPERIENCE WITH CARRIER REGISTRATION
Learn more by visiting carwars.com/home/solutions/carrier-registration or call 833-625-1864.

CONNECT WITH CUSTOMERS
Gain confidence with 

outbound caller ID numbers 
registered across major 
carriers to reduce call 

blocking and tagging of 
outbound calls.

We’ll proactively monitor 
your registered numbers, 
automatically handle the 

appeal process if a carrier 
flags one and update you 

along the way.

ONGOING PROTECTION
Complete insight into the 
registration statuses of 

numbers within a centralized 
area in your dashboard.

MONITOR AND MANAGE

https://www.carwars.com/home/solutions/carrier-registration?utm_source=pdf_viewer&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=one_pager

